The mass demonstrations and violent protests that have erupted in Brazilian urban centres over the past one hundred years demonstrate the importance of mobility to Brazil’s traveling public. Several strikes by transport workers have occurred since 1903 and, over the past fifty years, there have been numerous passenger revolts too: in São Paulo in 1947, in Rio de Janeiro in 1974-5, and most recently in 2013, when protests over a proposed twenty centavos (eight US cents) increase in the price of a bus ticket broke out in more than a dozen cities. While Brazilians care deeply about their public transport, they also like their cars. The nation has had a love affair with the car since the 1920s that shows no sign of diminishing. The long traffic jams (sometimes measured in days rather than in distance) no longer make the headlines on the local television news in São Paulo.

This essay will examine the field of Brazilian mobility studies, concentrating mainly on recent (2010-2013) scholarship by Portuguese-speaking Brazilian academics published in English-language journals. It is important to recognise that so far there is no identifiable research agenda within this work, but rather a wide diversity of studies in a number of subject areas (in both the social and human sciences), which include and reflect the mobilities paradigm. A language barrier still hampers the development of some areas of study, as reported in the 2009 T2M Yearbook, however in the past two years a growing number of authors have presented their work in English-language journals. Urban mobilities and transport policies continue to be the major source of research, followed by studies of pedestrian and bicycle mobilities. Migration and tourism are established areas of study, with cargo transport, air transport and sustainable mobility being three developing sub-fields of analysis. While the topics are wide-ranging, one commentator has noted that in the field of transport studies, "...research initiatives in Brazil still seem to be individual and uncoordinated." This review regards such diversity as an opportunity to be celebrated, if and when
a forum is established where such wide-ranging topics can converge. One such opportunity for this convergence is the active academic and policy-maker conference circuit within Latin America where transport policy issues are presented and discussed, but the challenge is to broadcast the results of these conferences to scholars who do not speak Portuguese or Spanish. Meanwhile, the trend away from institutional and economic histories of transport operators and towards issues of mobility and publics (particularly in urban settings) has been building since 2010, and has been noted and welcomed. Despite these positive signs, much work remains to be done on Brazilian mobility history, though, evidenced by the fact that Adolpho Pinto's five-hundred page study of transport operators and modes in the state of São Paulo, published originally in 1903 and reprinted in 1977, was still being used by historians in the early twenty-first century as a core reference work, particularly for Brazilian railway history.

Current Topics of Study by Brazilian Researchers

Migration remains a vital topic for Brazilian academics. Between the early 1700s and the late 1900s, Brazil saw millions of immigrants come from Europe and Asia. The country ranks third behind the USA and Argentina, but has until now been largely neglected by international scholars. Indeed, the authors of an econometric historical analysis of data that combines some counter-factual observations suggests that the economic effects of the mass migrations (mostly from Europe) to Brazil between 1822 and 1926 could still be observed at the beginning of the twenty-first century. There is also continued analysis of the effects of the slave trade in Brazil, with research suggesting that internal trading between sugar and coffee plantations might have resulted in as many as 200,000 people migrating internally as the country's export economy reacted to international demand fluctuations.

The physical size of Brazil has meant that the tensions between rural and urban have long existed. Today, mobility in large urban centres such as São Paulo, Porto Alegre, and other Latin American cities continues to be a fruitful area of research and publication. As far as the rural
Amazon region is concerned, research was at its height two decades ago during the controversy of deforestation and rapid settlement in the region.\textsuperscript{15} However, mobility was not a major concern of that work, with issues about industrialisation, urbanisation, and the oral histories of migrants from the northeast of Brazil who were eking out livelihoods as river traders and rubber tappers, dominating most scholarship. Since 2010, though, work has concentrated on ethnographic studies of indigenous groups (and how their mobility is being restricted), the continuing long-lasting effects of road-building in forest areas, and discussions of land reform and mobility have grown in number.\textsuperscript{16} Indeed, Sauer identifies the decades of land disputes in Brazil (between settlers, miners, prospectors, indigenous people, and speculators) as a historical discourse ‘towards modernity’ in that the changes that have occurred have affected, “the conditions of life, production and the relationship with nature in the Brazilian countryside.”\textsuperscript{17} Mobility to and within the Amazon region, at times a place of both ‘the other’ and paradoxically the cultural heart of Brazilianness, is an interesting seam for cultural historians.\textsuperscript{18} The north of Brazil and the Amazon region continue to be areas of research for academics interested in border studies, both in the physical and meta-physical sense.\textsuperscript{19} It is gratifying that such research is being published in the international (Anglophone) sphere to a worldwide audience.

Each new mode of transport has been greeted domestically as a modernising influence on Brazilian society: air travel in the 1940s; the automobile in the 1920s; and railways even earlier. The historiography of the latter has been particularly notable in the manner in which, for much of the twentieth century, it concentrated on the development of the institutions (private, governmental, domestic and/or foreign) who owned and built this technological ensemble.\textsuperscript{20} Successive Brazilian governments, from the military regimes of the sixties and seventies, through the reawakening of democracy in the 1980s and 1990s, to the fully-fledged emerging BRIC\textsuperscript{21} nation of the 2000s and 2010s, have grappled with the idea of long-term strategic commitments to infrastructure. Writing in 1980, two Brazilian academics observed that, “Any effective improvement not only in public transport but to public services generally would require nothing less than the reformulation of the
government's economic priorities and this seems unlikely for the time being.”

In the build-up to the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games there was growing concern from international consultants, academics, and journalists about the problems of inadequate road, railway, waterway, docks and airport systems, and the lack of actual effective investment being carried out.

Walking, Cycling, Motorbikes and Tourism

This is a diverse subject area, and one article of note makes a connection between the highway and walking by carrying out ethnographic research amongst ‘road wanderers,’ which it classifies as the poor, the unemployed, and the emotionally disturbed who leave home to walk alone along the highways of Brazil. In doing so it rather neatly passes comment on how human mobility in the modern world can also represent a dislocation of emotional place. From the urban sphere, Patricia Acerbi takes a historical analysis of how walking was written about in columns for the Gazeta de Notícias and other newspapers of Rio de Janeiro between 1888 and 1920. These reveal a growing city where the tram had recently been introduced, the railway was still new, and the daily means of transport remained walking or horses for the wealthy. In this space the street vendor was seen as an ambivalent character: on the one hand a part of the developing urban landscape, on the other a public nuisance. This highlights a trend within research into Brazilian archival and literary texts of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, where the flâneur (the urban pedestrian/onlooker/stroller) was seen as epitomising the turn to modernity, while also presenting new problems within urban development. Unlike walking, cycling remains a niche area of academic research in Brazil. Today it remains a marginalised (and dangerous) form of transport used out of necessity by the poorer sections of society. However, with Brazil's transformation into a middle-class country, many are taking to bicycles as a form of both sustainable transport and recreation, and since 2000 there have been organised protests to improve safety in a small number of Brazilian cities. Meanwhile, just as dangerous is motorcycling which, unlike Asian countries, is a mode of transport that has grown in Brazil only since the 1980s. Published research in this area
has so far been confined to medical journals (in part due to the numbers of deaths and injuries), but it is hoped that studies into the use of motorbikes as legal and illegal taxis, as delivery services (the ‘motoboys’ of São Paulo), and by lower income households, will become a growing area of interest amongst sociologists and cultural historians.

Tourism has been a long-established field of study in Brazil, with numerous domestic universities offering courses in the subject. A Brazilian researcher, Gui Lohmann, who at the time of writing, is lecturing at an Australian university, has made a concerted attempt to bridge the language divide by co-editing a textbook which brings to English readers details of current research on tourism in Brazil. The issues range from transport issues, sustainability, backpacker tourism, “sensual tourism,” the problems of hosting mega-sport events, and recreations of “traditional” cultural displays for the tourist gaze. He explains that in editing the book he was driven by the “...need to expose to overseas audiences the depth and breadth of research about tourism in Brazil.” One other separate example of research which highlights current concerns about the tourist gaze is Bianca Freire-Medeiros’ discussion of foreign and domestic visitors to slum areas (favelas) of Rio de Janeiro and the internationalisation of such spaces through media representations. Her work is a pioneering analysis of the controversial use of poverty to create a tourist destination, and has resonances in other locations around the world. Elsewhere, sex tourism is a developing area of analysis, with ethnographic studies of workers and foreign clients in Brazil. Meanwhile, medical tourism is also a subject of recent research, firstly with an intriguing essay on individuals from Brazil and their involvement in a case of illegal organ trafficking for transplant in another country, and secondly with research on the continuing business of plastic surgery tourism. Brazil, with its affordable surgery prices and reputation for quality procedures is the biggest market, after the United States of America, for cosmetic surgery.

The Language of Research

One effect of the language difference can be that issues, topics and arguments tend to be repeated
for an English-speaking audience relatively unfamiliar with the research trends in Brazil. A useful illustration is the story of the city of Curitiba, which since 1968 has had an urban master plan. The city's approach to urban growth and managed transport systems are so well known that they are featured in the national geography curriculum for schools in England.\textsuperscript{39} Even though mobility in Curitiba is taught to fifteen- and sixteen-year-old children in English schools, this same history of urban transportation planning is also repeated in numerous academic studies.\textsuperscript{40} Now is the time for researchers to look for new ways to analyse the history of this city. At the same time, Brazilian academics note that English-language scholarship on Brazil's domestic transport is not widely engaged with by Brazilian researchers, a fact that must be corrected.\textsuperscript{41}

Another problem can be the time-lag in translating texts between languages, and here two disparate examples can be mentioned: firstly, the forty-two years it took for a biography of Percival Farquhar, one of the leading North American entrepreneurs involved in early twentieth century railway building in Brazil, to be published in Portuguese translation.\textsuperscript{42} Secondly, the fifty-eight years before an English translation was completed of a delightful archival, ethnographical and anecdotal account of the impact of British trade and railway building in northeast Brazil by Gilberto Freyre. First published in 1948, his book uses the classified advertisements of old newspapers and local British consular reports to seek to understand how British culture, and the language of travel and the railways, inserted itself into Brazil.\textsuperscript{43} In the opinion of this writer, Freyre's observational, conversational, and engaging discourse bears a similarity in its unconventional approach to its subject matter to that of Wolfgang Schivelbusch's \textit{Railway Journey}, particularly in the idiosyncratic way in which it explores cultural significances through textual readings.\textsuperscript{44}

**Concluding Remarks**

The field of mobility studies in Brazil remains a fragmented one yet, judging by the output of research across the domains of history (technological, social and cultural), urban planning, health policy and transport economics considered here, it is a particularly diverse one. What is gratifying is
that the overwhelming majority of the articles and books mentioned here are authored by researchers either based in Brazilian academic institutions or Brazilians working at universities abroad. The continuing challenge is to develop a suitable forum for collaboration and the exchange of ideas that can push against the language barrier. This could aid the development of a common theme and unified research agenda. But, for the time being, the diversity across Brazilian mobility studies is something to be celebrated.
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